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Market Insights

 At Michael Page, we consider a large part of our role to be conducting market research to understand what’s going on in job sectors at present and pinpoint trends that will be shaping the job sectors in the coming months and years.
To help job-seekers and employers alike, articles in our Market Insights section have been created from these market insights to provide information on major industries, roles in demand, salary benchmarks, future outlook and more. These job market trends can be useful whether you’re planning to make a change in your role or if you just want to stay up to date on the employment market.
The Market Insights also compiles articles written by industry experts and interviews with leading professionals that further supplement our market research and offers real-world insights to a specific field or role.Get in touch with us at Michael Page for help in finding the perfect role or to discuss the current job market with those in the know.
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  Hiring trends in Malaysia for 2023
 
 The evolving workforce in Malaysia faces a significant change in career expectations. Entrepreneurial spirit and a ...
By Michael Page
3 min read
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  Top 10 highest paying jobs in Malaysia for 2023
 
 Our list of the top 10 best-paid jobs in Malaysia will help you manage your expectations, adjust your salary negotiation...
By Michael Page
6 min read
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  5 most in-demand tech roles for 2023
 
 Keen on a career in tech? Check out these in-demand tech roles and the skills you need to excel at each role...
By Michael Page
9 min read
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  Emerging tech roles to consider in 2023
 
 The emerging job landscape will be critical to making a good career decision if you're considering a new specialisation ...
By Michael Page
6 min read
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  Digital tools transforming recruitment in healthcare and life sciences
 
 Recruitment in the healthcare and life sciences industry is embracing change with digital transformation in the global ...
By Michael Page
6 min read
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  Strong demand for talent as CMOs and CDMOs continue to grow in 2022
 
 There’s been exponential growth in an already competitive healthcare and life sciences market, and pressure is on for ...
By Michael Page
4 min read
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  What you need to know about ESG now
 
 Learn more about raising ESG awareness in your organisation and ESG strategies to transform your company from these ESG ...
By Gabriel Nam
8 min read
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  The future of work in Asia
 
 Panellists at the ASEAN Business and Investment Summit 2021 discussed what the future of work would look like...
By Simone Wu
11 min read
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  Contracting on the rise in Malaysia as a flexible staffing solution...
 
 Learn about the outlook of contracting in Malaysia as reported in Page Contracting Malaysia's Talent On-Demand: The Rise...
By Michael Page
5 min read
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  How partnerships between contract pharma and pharmaceutical compani...
 
 The onset of COVID-19 and the race to develop a vaccine have pushed pharma companies to partner with CMOs and CDMOs to ...
By Tushar Dadhwal
4 min read
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  Pharmaceutical and CMO/CDMOs: A marriage of convenience?
 
 The partnership between pharmaceutical companies and CMO/CDMOs has proven to be mutually beneficial and a way to share ...
By Michael Page
3 min read
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  Humans of Data: Innovations & Hiring Trends in APAC
 
 Given the fast-evolving data landscape, how should we stay on top of the trends, and what key skills are employers looki...
By Michael Page
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  Humans of Data: the latest innovations and hiring trends in APAC
 
 Data is everywhere and it powers everything we do – this report explores the latest tech and hiring trends in data, ...
By Michael Page
3 min read
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  Healthcare and Life Sciences Trends: Talent Mobility
 
 We interviewed our global network of 200 Healthcare and Life Sciences consultants to uncover the trends that you need to...
By Michael Page
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  Humans of Tech: 2021 hiring trends in APAC for AI, Blockchain and C...
 
 Artificial Intelligence, blockchain and cybersecurity are three technology domain areas that are drastically changing ...
By Michael Page
5 min read
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  Humans of Cybersecurity: the latest innovations and hiring trends i...
 
 On 15 July 2020, 45 high-profile Twitter users simultaneously posted a dubious tweet about a bitcoin scheme that was too...
By Michael Page
2 min read
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  Humans of Cybersecurity: Innovations & Hiring Trends in APAC
 
 With cybersecurity trends and threats evolving constantly, what kind of talent should businesses hire? 
By Michael Page
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  Humans of Blockchain: Innovations & Hiring Trends in APAC
 
 For insights you and your business need for the next great leap forward, download the Humans of Blockchain report.<br />...
By Michael Page
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  Hiring picks up across APAC as businesses adapt recruitment plans
 
 Businesses across the region are acting now and adapting their recruitment plans during the pandemic, rather than ...
By Michael Page
4 min read
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  5 trends impacting Malaysia’s jobs outlook
 
 Hiring activity will gradually pick up, led mainly by increased investment in the technology sector...
By May Wah Chan 
2 min read
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  Why now is the time for finance and accounting professionals to ent...
 
 With shared services centres taking on global business service models, professionals in these establishments can now ...
By Crystal Ng
6 min read
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  What Malaysians value most about work
 
 Managing Director for Michael Page Malaysia, Paul Cooper, explores the need for employers to better meet employee ...
By Paul Cooper
2 min read
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  Positive outlook for South East Asian employment market
 
 Across the board, activity in South East Asia continues to be reasonably positive, despite some turbulence in many ...
By Anthony Thompson
3 min read
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